A) Check the correct pair of guide words for each word.

1) race
   a) rat-remove       b) rabbit-radio       c) return-rubber

2) print
   a) phone-police     b) price-pride       c) prime-private

3) oasis
   a) order-organ     b) owl-ozone         c) oak-olive

4) doll
   a) doctor-dolphin  b) donkey-dream     c) deep-dinner

B) Check the word that is listed between each pair of guide words.

1) miles-mirror
   a) milk           b) magnet         c) migration

2) shark-soar
   a) snow           b) safe           c) stone

3) actor-apple
   a) acid           b) almond         c) audio

4) key-knife
   a) keep           b) know           c) kind
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